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INTRODUCTION 
We consider a differential operator of the form 
A(x, ~)y=_ ~ A:(x)~jy+B(x)y 
j= l  
where y(x) is a k-vector and ~j = ~/Oxj. The coefficients Aj, B are smooth 
k x k matrix-valued functions defined on an open bounded domain Q ~ R m 
with boundary F. We assume the following: 
H.1. A(x, 6) is strictly hyperbolic; i.e., ~ '= l  Aj(x)¢j has k distinct 
real eigenvalues for all ~ e Rm\ {0 } and x e Q. 
H.2. The boundary F is noncharacteristic; i_e., detAN(x)¢O 1 for 
x • F, where AS(x)=-Y~=l AiNj(x); ~= (NI,..., N,,) the inward unit nor- 
mal. 
Boundary conditions are imposed with the aid of a boundary operator 
M(x) which is a smooth l x k matrix-valued function, where l stands for the 
number of negative igenvalues of A N. We assume the following: 
H.3. rank M(x) = l, x ~ F. 
H.4. (Kreiss condition) The frozen (at the boundary point) mixed 
problem has no eigenvalues or generalized eigenvalues with nonnegative 
real parts. 
* This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant 
DMS-8301668 and by Air Force Office Scientific Research under Grant AFOSE84-0365. 
1 From H 1 and H2, by smooth change of coordinates we may assume A, = [o ~7~ o+], where 
A~ = diag(a 1,..., at) < 0 and A + = diag(at+ 1 ..... ak) > 0. 
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This means that after making a local change of coordinates which maps 
g2 into the half-space {x~Rm; x l>0},  the constant coefficient problem 
that arises by freezing Aj and M at the boundary point and setting B = 0, 
i,e.~ 
Y , -A lYx~-  ~ AjYx~=0; x l>0 
j=z  
My=O at x~=0, 
has no eigenvalues or generalized eigenvalues with nonnegative r al parts. 
For a more detailed description of this condition we refer the reader to 
JR.1, K.2]. 
We adopt the 
S = [0, T ]  x F: 
lulQ; (, ")Q: 
luf~; (-, )~: 
lute; (', '),~ : 
lulr; (, ),-: 
following notations. With Q= [0, T] ×£2 and 
norm and inner product in L2(0  , T; L2((2; R~)). 
norm and inner product in L2(0  , T; L2(F; Rl)). 
norm and inner product in L2((2, R~). 
norm and inner product in L2(F, Rt). 
In the sequel we shall use the notation L~[S] (resp. L2[Q]) instead of 
Lz[0, T; L2[F, RI]) (resp. L2[0, T; L2(t2; R~)] without further mention. 
We are now in a position to formulate our optimal control problem: 
(C.P.) Minimize the functional cost 2 
J(u, 1 2 y)= =[lul~ + (Ny, Y)O] 
over all u ~ L2(S), where N 6 5~(L2(f2 ) ~ L2(O) ) N> 0 and y(u), satisfies 
the mixed problem 
y,= A(x, ~)y 
y(0) = Yo ~ L2(~2) 
My=u 
in Q-g2× (0, T) 
in t2 
in X - F × (0, T) 
(1.1) 
The main goal of the present paper is to present he optimal control u ° 
in a feedback form; i.e., in the form 
u°(t) = CP(t) y°(t); 0 < t ~< T (1.2) 
2 More general case of functional cost including also the penalization of the final state is 
treated in [CH.1 ]. Since the presence of the final state does not introduce any additional dif- 
ficulties over existing ones, the details are omitted here. 
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where C is a suitable (trace type) operator from L2(Q)  into t2 (~ ' )  3 and 
P(t) is a Riccati operator satisfying a corresponding Riccati equation. 
Riccati equations for hyperbolic systems have been discussed in a num- 
ber of papers IV.l, C.1, J.1, L.4, R.2]. When it comes, however, to the case 
of boundary control, the results known to the authors falls into one of the 
following categories: 
(i) They deal only with symmetric hyperbolic problems in one 
spatial variable [R.2] and are then obtained through the method of charac- 
teristics (which is well known to fail for several spatial variables). 
(ii) They assume boundary controls u smoother than L2(X), say 
u~H 1/2 ([0, T] xF)  [C.1, L.4]. 
(iii) They assume a functional cost which penalizes only the terminal 
state of the solution in a topology weaker than L2(I2) [V.1, J.1]. In fact, in 
[V.1], the authors consider the cost 
J(u, y)= lull+ (y(T), Ry(T))o 
where R carries L2(f2) into H~(f2). It should be pointed out that the techni- 
ques of IV.l, J.1] do not allow for extension of J(u, y) to penalize full tra- 
jectory even in the L2(0, T;H-~(~2))-topology. The difficulty in IV.l] 
arises at the level of deducing regularity of the adjoint state p(t), which in 
turn requires compatibility conditions at t = T. These, in general, do not 
hold. Thus, our goal is to study the physically significant case when both 
the boundary control and the trajectory of the corresponding solution are 
penalized in the L2-norms; i.e., in L2(S,) and L2(Q), respectively. For this 
case, we obtain a feedback synthesis of the optimal control, as postulated 
in (1.2), with a Riccati operator P(t) satisfying the so-called I Integral Ric- 
cati Equation (Theorem 2.2) (expressed in terms of the feedback evolution). 
Under minimal (compactness type) assumptions on N we also prove that 
the Riccati operator satisfies the so-called II Integral Riccati Equation 
(expressed in terms of the original semigroup) as well as the Differential 
Riccati Equations (Theorem2.3). We also address the question of 
regularity of the optimal solutions. Results in this direction are given in 
Theorem 2.1. It should be pointed out that there are two basic difficulties 
which one encounters in the study of the (C.P.) in L2-spaces: (i)lack of suf- 
ficient regularity of the solutions to the mixed problem, and related to this, 
and (ii) low regularity of the resulting Riccati operator. More precisely, the 
Riccati operator does not exhibit enough differentiability properties to 
apply standard trace theory (note that the operator C in (1.2) is, by its very 
3 In view of [H.2], without loss of generality we may assume that for all xEf2Au(x)= 
A~v o (o a~)' where A~, <0 and A + >0. Correspondingly vector v(x) can be decomposed as 
v = (v '~, v+). 
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nature, a trace type operator). In order to overcome these difficulties, 
which are intrinsic to the problem, the main ideas we follow are: 
(i) We define a suitable semigroup model for boundary inputs in 
L2(Z'). This is accomplished by introducing a special extension from the 
boundary into the interion called the "Dirichlet" map. 
(ii) We develop an appropriate theory for the evolution operator as 
acting on the space of distributions. 
Off) We develop an adequate "trace theory" for the homogeneous 
solutions of hyperbolic systems as well as for Riccati operators. This, 
together with (i), (ii), will enable us to define traces of Riccati operator 
without using standard trace theorems. 
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, background material 
is presented and the main results are formulated. Section 3 is devoted to the 
existence and regularity of the extension map from the boundary into the 
interior which we call Dirichlet map. Using results of Section 3, we give in 
Section 4 a semigroup representation f the solution to (1.1) and we prove 
the basic "trace" results. Section 5 provides an explicit characterization f 
the optimal control and introduces an evolution operator. Using the above 
characterization in Section 6, we establish the regularity of the optimal con- 
trol. Sections 7-11 deal with the Riccati operator and are devoted to the 
proofs of the main theorems. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
To state our main results, some preliminary material is needed. Let 
A: L2(£2)~ L2(£2) be defined as 
Au=A(x ,O)u  for ueD(A) ,  
where 
D(A) = {u e L2(£2); Aue Lz(g2) and Muir=O}.  
It is well known by now JR.1, V.1] that A generates a strongly continuous 
semigroup S(t) on Lz(~). 
We next introduce the "Dirichlet" map (natural extension from the 
boundary F into the interior £2) defined by Dg - v, where 
A(x, O)v= Kv in £2 
(2.1) 
My[ r = g in F 
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for some positive constant K>~ 0. The following result will play a key role 
in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a constant K>~O large enough so that the 
problem (2.1) admits a unique solution v=Dg in L2(f2). Moreover, the 
following energy estimate takes place. 
IDg[a + [Dglr <~ C [ gl r. (2.2) 
The proof of Lemma 2.1 is given in Section 3. 
Note that Lemma 2.1 in particular says that the map 
D: L2(F) ~ L2((2) (2,3a) 
is a linear, bounded map, and so is its adjoint 
D*: Lz((2) ~ L2(F). (2.3b) 
Result (2.3) was first proved by Lax and Phillips [L.3] for symmetric 
problems with dissipative boundary conditions. Then it was extended by 
Friedrichs and Lax IF. l ]  to symmetrizable operators with still dissipative 
boundary conditions. In our more general nonsymmetric and non- 
dissipative case the proof of Lemma 2.1 will employ a technique due to 
Kreiss [K.2] which is based on the so-called "Kreiss symmetrizer." 
With the help of the operators A and D, we are in a position to give an 
abstract semigroup model for the solution of (1_1). In fact, let 
Ls: L2(~)--~ L2(O) be defined as 
(Lsu)(t)=A S( t - z )Du(z )dr -K  S ( t - r )  Du(r)dz. (2.4a) 
Consequently 4 
(L ' f ) ( t )  = 
ft T D*(A* -K)  S*(z-t) f(z)dzs<~t<~T, 0<t<s  
0, s<t<T.  
(2.4b) 
With L ~ Lo and L* ~ L~" we have 
LEMMA 2.2. (i) L is a linear bounded operator from L2(~Y? ) into 
C([0, T]; L2(g2)). Consequently, L* is bounded from LI[0T; L2(f2)] into 
L2(~). 
4 Adjoint computed with respect o L2(Q) and L2(S) inner products. 
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(ii) I f  y(u) is a solution to (1.1) with yo~ L2(I2) and ue L2(S) then 
y( t )  = s ( t )  yo - (Lu)( t ) .  
Proof of Lemma 2.2 is given in Section 4. 
From Lemma2.2, it follows immediately that the functional cost 
J(u, y(u)) is continuous on L2(S) and, being strictly convex, it is also 
weakly lower semicontinuous and radially unbounded. On the other hand 
the set of admissible controls being L2(X) is certainly weakly closed, hence 
our control problem (C.P.) admits a unique solution u ° in Lz(S). Our main 
results are: 
THEOREM 2.1 (regularity). Let u °, yO be the optimal solution to (C.P.). 
(i) Assume that either one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
N: H~(Q) ~ H'(Q) is compact for 0~<s<½. (2.5a) 
Ne5¢(H~(g2)~H'+~(£2)) forO<~s<½andarbitrarye>O. (2.5b) 
Then with Yo E HS(£2) we have 
u°~HS'S(S); y°~HS'S(Q)c~ C[0, T; HS(g2)]; 0~<s<½. (2.6) 
(ii) I f  in addition NA ~ A~(L2(I2) ~ L2(£2)) then u ° ~ H 1 [0, T; L2(F)] 
with Yo E L2(£2). 
(iii) I f  Ns  Y(L2(£2) ~ H~(£2)) then 
(a) u ° ~ H1'1(~) with Yo e L2(£2 )
(b) y° ~ H1/2-~'l/2-~(Q ) n C[0, T; Hm-~(£2)] with yo ~ H 1/2 ~(I2 ) 
THEOgEM 2.2 (feedback synthesis). Assume N~ ~('(L2(g'2 ) ~ L2(£2)). 
Then the optimal control u ° can be expressed in the feedback form as 
(i) u°(t) = CP(t) y°(t) all t ~ [-0, T] 
where C is an unbounded operator from L2(£2) into L2(F) given by 
Cv&=D*[A* -K I ]v=A~(x)  v (x)[~) forv~D(A*). 
(ii) Operator P(t) is selfadjoint and bounded from L2(g2 ) into itself. 
Let qs(t, ~) A= ( I+LsL*N)  ~S(-s)(t). Then CP(') ~b(., t): L2(Q) 
L2[r, T; L2(F)] is bounded operator with norm independent on ~ ~ [0, T]. 
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(iii) P(t) is a solution of the following I Integral Riccati Equation: 
(P(t)x, Y)a = f, r (~(r, t)x, N~(r, t) Y)a dr 
f7 + (CP(~) q~(r, t)x, CP(T) ~(~, t) Y)r dr 
for all x, y e L2(~); all t e [0, T]. (I.R.E) 
(iv) If, in addition, Ne  ~(Ht/2-~(f2)~ Ho~/z+~(Q)) then 
CP(-): H ~/2- ~(~2) ~ C[0, T; La(F)] is bounded; z > O. 
Under minimal assumptions on N we will show that the Riccati operator also 
satisfies the Differential Riccati Equation. More precisely we have: 
THEOREM 2.3. 
Then for 
Equation is satisfied: 
Assume that 
N e &Z(H~(f2 ) ~ H~o+~°((2) ) 0~<s<½, 
where go > 0 is an arbitrary small positive number. (2.7) 
all x, yeD(A  1/2) and all tel-0, T], the following II Integral 
ft T (P(t)x, y)Q = (S(z - t)x, NS(z - t) Y)o dz 
_ f,r (CP(z) S(z - t)x, CP(z) S(r - t) Y)r dt. (2.8) 
(II.R.E.) 
For all x, y ~ D(A ) c~ H 1/2 - 6 (~ '2)  and all t e [0, T] the following Riccati Dif- 
ferential Equation holds: 
(d  P(t)x, y) = - (x ,  Ny)~- (P ( t )x ,  Ay)a 
with the terminal condition 
- (e(t) Ax, Y)a + (CP(t)x, CP(t) Y)r (2.9) 
(R.D.E.) 
P(T)=0. (2.10) 
THEOREM 2.4 (uniqueness) [CH.1]. The solutions of the Integral and 
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Differential Riccati Equations are unique within the class of selfadjoint 
operators defined on L2(K2) and are such that 
and 
ce(-): L~(t2) -~ L~ [0, T; L~(F)] (2.11a) 
CP() AS(.)D: L2(F) ~ Lz(Z) (2.1 lb) 
are bounded operators. 
The next theorem deals with a more regular observation. More precisely 
we have: 
THEOREM 2.5 (smooth observation). Suppose 
NS(. - s)AD: L2( F) ~ Lx[sT; L2(O)] is bounded uniformly in s 6 [0, T]. 
(2.12) 
Then 
(i) Equation (2.ll) holds, 
(ii) P(t) satisfy the L II Integral Riccati equations (2.8) for all 
x,y~Lz((2), while the Differential Riccati Equation (2.9) holds for 
x, y~D(A). 
Remark. It is apparent hat a sufficient condition for (2.12) to hold is 
that N~ ~(L2( f2 )~ Ho~(I2)). In a special but important case, when A is a 
skew-adjoint, (2.12) holds with N~ ~(L2(O )--* D(A1/2)). From 
Theorems (2.4) and (2.5) we will have the following: 
Remark. Assertions of Theorem 2.5 can also be derived from the abstract 
result (Main Theorem) in [D.1]. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let N be in ~fP(L2(g-2 ) --+ L2(f2)). Let N. be a sequence 
of selfadjoint operators on L2(g'2 ) such that 
Nn ~ N strongly in L2(;2), n ~ oo (2.13a) 
for each n, Nn satisfies (2.12). (2.13b) 
Let Pn(t) be a unique strong solution to the Differential Riccati Equation 
(2.9) corresponding to N=N, .  Let P(t) be the Riecati operator 
corresponding to observation N and u and un be the corresponding optimal 
controls. Then 
P(t) = lira P,(t) in L2(£2 ) 
t ;  ~ oo  
u= lira u, in Lz(~V'). 
n~oo 
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Moreover, for all x, y ~ L2(f2) 
(P(t)x, Y)a = rjf (s(z - t)x, NS(z - t) y)a dr 
- limo ftr (CP,(z) S(z - t)x, CP,(z) S(z - t) Y)rdr. 
Remark. As an example of the aforementioned Q one can always take 
N, &_ n2R(n, A*) R(n, A)N. The significance of Corollary (2.6) is twofold. 
In the general case when no regularity on N is assumed: 
(i) it will serve as a tool for proving existence of the solution to I 
Integral Riccati Equation. 
(ii) it will enable us to prove convergence of a numerical algorithm 
in order to determine ffectively the feedback operator P(t). 
Let us elaborate on these two aspects. In the general case, when no 
regularity on N is assumed, we do not have enough information about 
smoothness of P(t) in order to justify the formal steps leading to derivation 
of the Riccati Equation. Thus, the idea is to first regularize the original 
problem by introducing an appropriate N,, and then pass to the limit. This 
technique will be applied in the proof of Theorem (2.1). As to numerical 
procedures leading to determination of an approximate f edback policy, we 
face similar problems due to low regularity of original P(t). More precisely, 
in order to ensure that the feedback law, 
u(t) = CP,(t) y(t), 
converges in some sense to optimal control where P,(t) is the Riccati 
solution of finite dimensional equation we will find it necessary to first 
regularize our observation and then to approximate ach regularized 
problem. Converges of the whole procedure will follow from Corollary 2.6. 
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proofs of the main results. Sec- 
tion 3 and 4 provide background material for semigroup representation f 
the solution, i.e., the proofs of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. Section 5 deals with the 
explicit representation of the optimal control and evaluation operator. 
These facts will be found in Section 6, where the main regularity results 
(Theorem 2.1) are proved. Section 7 is devoted to the feedback represen- 
tation of the control, proving Theorem 2.1 except for part (iii). Part (iii), 
i.e., existence of the solution to I Integral Equation is proved later in Sec- 
tion 11, after results with smooth observation (Theorem 2.5) are 
established in Section 10. Section 8 discusses abstract sufficient conditions 
for existence of the solution to the II Integral Riccati Equation, while in 
Section 9 the aforementioned abstract conditions are verified in the case 
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when N satisfies (2.7), thus proving Theorem2.3. The proofs of 
Theorems 2.4 and Corollary 2.6, which are reasonably straightforward and 
tedious, are omitted here. For details, the reader is referred to [CH,1]. 
3. EXISTENCE AND REGULARITY OF THE DIRICHLET MAP: 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.1 
The main idea in proving Lemma 2.1 is to use the symmetrizer construc- 
tion of Kreiss [K.2]. In order to do this, we assume without loss of 
generality that (2 is a half space, i.e., t-2 = {x = (Xx, xl); x I = (x2,..., Xm); 
Xl>0} and the boundary F= {x= (0, xl)}. Suppose for a moment that 
the coefficients of A(x, 8) and M(x) are constant, in fact frozen at their 
boundary value of (0, xl). Then we apply to (2.1) Fourier transform for the 
tangential variables x I with dual variables w = (w2,..., win) e R m- 1. Denote 
the transforms of 15, ~ by v, g, respectively. Then for each fixed boundary 
point x l~ F we arrive at 
dv . /~ 
A1--~xl+l ~ Ajwjf=Kv, XI>0 
j=2 (3.1) 
Mf = o6, xl = 0 
where ~ = f(xl,  w) and A j, M are now constant matrices. 
Due to assumption (H.2) we can rewrite (3.1) equivalently as: 
[ m 1 dv =A~I Kv - i  ~ Ajwjv 
dXl j=2 J 
My= g 
(3.2) 
which is the same sort of problem Kreiss studied. 
Now we may rewrite the original Eq. (2.1) using pseudo-differential 
notation as: 
dv 
AI(X)-'~xl+iB(x , w)v =0,  x l>0 
M(xl)v = g, X 1 = 0 
where B(x, w) is a pseudo-differential operator of the first order 
corresponding to Z7=2 Aj(x)8j, which is a variable coefficient version of 
(3.l). 
409/116/2-6 
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Proceeding as in the constant coefficient case, we arrive at a pseudo-dif- 
ferential version of (3.2): 
dv = P(x, w)v, x l>0 
dxl (3.3) 
M(xl)v= g, x l=O 
with P(x, w)= - [A~(x)] -~ iB(x, w) 
At this point we use the Kreiss symmetrizer (see [K.1]), which is con- 
structed locally, i.e., in canonical neighborhood of points (Xl, w). The sym- 
metrizer is a pseudo-differential operator of order zero which is the symbol 
R(x, w, K) with L 2 norm independent on K so that: 
(i) R is Hermitian 
(ii) R is homogenous of degree zero in (K, w) for K 2 + w 2 >/1 
and is a smooth function of all its variables and of the 
coefficients matrices Aj and M, 
(iii) (u, Ru)r>~6]u12-flg126, C>0 for all vectors such that 
Mu = g. 
(iv) Re RP>~6KI, where constants 6, C can be made independent 
on K. (3.4) 
Now we can proceed with the proof of the energy inequality (2.2). 
We multiply both sides of (3.3) by R and we take inner product with v to 
obtain: 
R dv v)a= (RPv, v)e. 
Thus by (3.4)(iv) 
Re R,~. ,v =Re(RPv, v)~>~dglv] 2. (3.5) 
g2 
On the other hand, integrating by parts with respect o xl, the LHS of 
(3.5) yields 
dv 
Re ( R ff-~l , v ) -- Re { (v, Rv )~ ' x~ = o - ( v, (d-~l R ) v )a - (v, R "~xl )~ } - 
Thus, 
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Using condition (3.4)(iii) as well as the fact that (v, ((d/dxl)R)v)o is a zero 
order term, we obtain 
Re R~x,V  <~ 2 Ivlr+2 Clgl2r+C11v12 (3.6) 
which combined with (3.5) yields 
(~g-  C1) Ivl~ + 13 Ivl~-~ < ½C I gl~- 
for all v satisfying boundary conditions. Finally, by selecting a constant K
large enough so that 5K-  C1 > 0 we arrive at (2.2). 
Uniqueness of solution v to (2.1) follows immediately from (2.2). To 
prove existence, we first repeat he same procedure for the adjoint problem, 
which will yield the same as (2.1) and estimates (2.2) for A* and M*, and 
then we apply the same arguments as in [L.2]. The proof of Lemma 2.1 is 
thus completed. | 
Remark. In the special case when Aj are symmetric and block-diagonal, 
i.e., of the form 
construction of the symmetrizer is a simple one and can be done directly. 
In this case we have in fact 
R= 0 /2 
where 
11 : I X l identity matrix, 12: (k -  l) x (k - I) identity matrix 
and e > 0 is a suitable small constant. (See [CH.1].) 
4. SEMIGROUP REPRESENTATION OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM (l. 1 ) 
AND TRACE RESULTS: PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2 
We start by justifying formula (2.4). Let us assume at the beginning that 
u Ha(I-0, TJ; L2(F)). By letting )7 A y--Du with y(u) satisfying (1.1) we 
have 
p,=A(x,  8)y--Dut+KDu in Q 
~,(0) = y(O)- (Ou)(O) in t2 (4.1) 
M37 1 F= 0 in 2;. 
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Since by Lemma (2.1) -Dut+KDu~L2(Z)  for u6HI ( [0 ,  T];Lz(F)), we 
can apply a variation of the parameter formula to (4.1), which yields 
f~(t) = S(t)[y(O)- Du(0)] - S( t -  r) Du~(r) dz 
x2 + K S( t -  r) Du(r) &. 
On the other hand for all f ~ Hi(E0, T]; L2(I2)), we have 
A S( t - r ) f ( r )d~= S( t -z ) f~(r )dz+S(t ) f (O) - f ( t ) .  
Formal calculations in (4.2) can be easily justified first by 
f~ HI([0, T]; D(A)) and then by using standard density argument. 
Plugging (4.2) into the representation of )7(t) yields 
(4.2) 
taking 
;o y(t) = y(t) + Du(t) = S(t) Yo-  (A - K) S(t - T) Du(r) dr 
which is precisely formula (2.4) for u~Hl ( [0 ,  T]; L2(F)). This expression 
enables us to introduce an operator L defined by (2.4) acting from Lz(~Y7 ) 
into C( [0, T]; L2(12)) and clearly densely defined. In fact 
Hi(E0, T]; L2(F))cD(L). Moreover L: Lz(Z) ~ C([0, T]; L2((2)) is a 
closed operator. In fact, this can be easily seen by viewing L as a product 
of invertible operator (A -  K) s with a closed (in fact bounded in view of 
Lemma2.1) operator S'oS(t-r)Ou(z)& (see [K.1, probl. 5.7 p. 164]). 
Therefore, by closed graph theorem we obtain that 
L: Hi(E0, T]; Lz(F)) ~ C([0, T]; L2((2)) (4.3) 
is a linear bounded operator. Our aim, however, is to show that 
L: L2(Z) ~ C([0, T]; L2(O)) is bounded. (4.4) 
This result requires a much more refined analysis. To accomplish this we 
will need to find a suitable interpretation of the trace of the given function 
expressed in terms of the adjoint to the Dirichlet map D. In this direction 
we have: 
LEMMA 4.1. For all y~D(A*) we have 
D*(A* -  K) y= ANY- It. 
5 Invertibility of A -  K follows through the same arguments a in the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
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Proof. The adjoint A* is defined on 
D(A*) = { u E L2(O); A*u e L2(I2 ) and M*u ]r = 0 }. 
To compute M* we first note that in view of our hypotheses H3, H4 we 
can replace M by 
M= lit, S] (4.5) 
where I is the l × l identity matrix and S is a smooth l × k -  l matrix valued 
function. It can be easily verified that after using representation (4.5) the 
adjoint boundary operator M* can be written as 
M*= [- - (A~) 1SrAN, Ik_,]. (4.6) 
Therefore for all y e D(A*) and g eL2(F) we compute 
(A'y, Dg)a = (A*(x, O)y, Dg)o 
where A*(x, ~) is the formal adjoint of A(x, ~)_ Applying Green's formula 
we obtain 
(A'y, Dg)a = (y, A(x, ~) Dg)o + (ANy, Og)r 
= (y, KDg)a + (A N Y, Dg)r by (2.1). 
Now we are using the fact that y~D(A*). This in particular means that 
M*lYr=O or with y= (y - ,  y+) 
- (A~)  1SrANy-+y+=O on/ ' .  (4.7) 
On the other hand by (2.1) 
MDglr= g. 
Thus in view of (4.5) 
(Dg)- + S(Dg) + = g on 17. 
Hence 
(A'y, Dg)o = ( y, KDg)o + (ANY- , (Dg)- )r + (A + y +, (Dg) + )r 
=(y ,  KDg)o W (A N y , g -  S(Og) +)1- 
+ (A+(A+)- ISrANy -, (Dg)+)r 
= (y, KDg)Q + (ANy-  , g)r. 
(4.8) 
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Thus 
(D*A*y- KD*y, g)r = (ANY , g)r 
for all g E LE(F), which completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
In order to proceed with the proof of Lemma 2.2, we invoke a fundamen- 
tal regularity result from [R.1]. Let y(f) be a solution of the backward in 
time hyperbolic problem: 
Yt= -A*(x, ~) y-- f in Q 
y( T) = Y r in~2 
M*y I r = 0 in 22. 
Then Rauch proves 6that the above problem admits unique solutions y(f) 
for all fe  L2(Q), yr~ L2(O) and moreover 
lYle + b Ylx~ C[]f ]o + ] Yrlx?]- (4.9) 
On the other hand the solution y(f) can be written in terms of the adjoint 
semigroup as 
y(t)= S*(~-t)f(z)&+s*(r-t)y~.. 
From (4.9) we deduce that in particular 
IANY Irlr<~C[Ifle+lYrle]. 
But in view of Lemma 4.1 
A N y - ( t ) [ r  = D*(A*- K ) [ f f  S* (z - t ) f ( r )dz+S*(T- t )Yr ]  
and as a consequence 
D*(A* - K) S*(~ - t) f ( r )  dz is bounded from L2(Q) into L2(S) (4.10a) 
D*(A* - K) S*(T-  t) is bounded from L2(•) into L2(22). (4.10b) 
It can be easily checked that the adjoint of the operator in (4.10a) coincides 
with our operator L and consequently 
(L*f)(t)=D*(A*-K) S*(z-t)f(z)dz. 
6 The original proof of Rauch refers to the forward in time problem. However, by replacing 
t by T-- t one obtains the result for the backward in time equation. 
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Thus (4.10a) yields that 
L: L2(S) -o L2(Q) (4.11) 
is a bounded operator. 
To prove that L: L2(S)~ C[O, T; L2(£2)] is bounded we will need the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let J: L2(O) -o L2(~" ) be defined as 
j(y) A= D*A*S*(')y, yrD(A*). 
Then J: L2(t2) -o L2(X) is a linear bounded operator. 
Proof Proof of the lemma follows from (4.10b) by first noting that 
D*S*(T--): L2(t2) -o L2(S) is a bounded operator (the last fact being the 
result of Lemma 2.1 ). 
Now we can finally complete the proof of (4.4). For all 
U~ Hi(I-0, T]; L2(F) ) and yELl( J0, T]; L2((2)) we compute 7 
(Lu, V)Q = f~ ((Lu)(t), v(t))a dt 
rt 
((A - K) Jo S(t - z) Du(z) dz, v(t)) adt 
= (u(z), D*fA* - K) S*(t - z) v(t))r dr dt 
<~ f~lulz [ f] lD*(A*- K) S* ( t -  v) v(t)12rdzlm dt 
f; <~ Cluls Iv(t)l,~dt<~ClulzlvlL,¢[o,r];L=¢~, 
where in the last step we made use of Lemma (4.2). Thus (Lu, v)Q is a 
linear bounded functional for all u~L2(27) and v~Ll([0,  T];L2(12)). 
Therefore, Lu ~ L~([0, T]; L2(O)) and by the closed graph theorem, 
sup ess I(Lu)(t)la <<, Clulz. 
t~ [0 ,T ]  
By using a standard density argument combined with (4.3) we arrive at 
(4.4), which completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
7 (Lu,~) Q is well defined in view of (4.3). 
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5. CHARACTERIZATION OF OPTIMAL CONTROL AND EVOLUTION OPERATOR 
In this section we will provide and explicit characterization of the 
optimal control in terms of initial conditions. This will be accomplished by 
employing Lagrange's multiplier method combined with our semigroup 
representation f the solution to (1.1), which is given in Lemma 2.1. In fact, 
in order to treat (C.P.) corresponding to the cost J(u, y), we introduce the 
Lagrangean 
~LP(u, y, p) - J(u, y) + (p, y - S(-) Yo + LU)Q. 
Note that in view of regularity of L (Lemma 2.1), ~(u,  y, p) is well defined 
for all u E L2(-r) and p, y ~ L2(Q). By standard arguments in the theory of 
optimization, the optimality conditions can be written in the form: 




pO = _NyO; u ° = -L*p  °. (5.2) 
u ° = L*Ny  ° = L*N(S( ' )  Yo - Lu). 
u ° = ( I+  L*NL) -~L*N[S( ' )  Y0] 
yO = ( I+  LL*N) - IS ( ' )  Yo. 
(5.3) 
Note that since L*NL  is selfadjoint and positive on Lz(Z ) then 
( I+L*NL)  -1 is bounded on L2(X). Similarly, it can be checked directly 
that I+LL*Q is injective and moreover ( I+LL*N)  1_ i= 
L ( I+L*NL) - I L*N .  Thus, ( I+LL*N)  i is also bounded on L2(Q). 
Note that (5.3) expresses the optimal solution u °, yO as Lz[O, T] trajec- 
tories with values in Lz(F ) and L2(g2), respectively, in terms of the initial 
data. Our goal, however, is to express the optimal control u ° in a "feedback 
form," i.e., as an operator acting pointwise in time on the measured 
solution y°(t). To accomplish this, an evolution operator will be introduced 
to describe the dynamics of the feedback system. This done in a standard 
way. Let s be an arbitrary time 0 ~< s< T. Henceforth, we take s as the new 
initial time of our optimal control problem with corresponding initial data 
x and we consider the optimal control problem as before, but over the time 
interval (s, T) rather than over [0, T]. We shall denote the corresponding 
o and yO. The same procedures leading to the optimal solution by u s
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expression (5.2), (5.3), once applied to the new problem, with (2.4), (2.5), 
then give 
u~ _ [Is + L *NL ]s~L *N[S( . -  s)x] 
(5.4) 
yO = [I~ + LL*N]~-a(S(" - s)x]. 
We now wish to 
defined by 
obtain an explicit expression for the operator ~(t, s) 
y°~(t)=qb(t,s)x, O<~s<~t<~T 
which describes the evolution of the optimal solution originating at the 
starting point x at the initial time s. By using (5.4) we arrive at the explicit 
representation of ~(t, s), which is given by 
q~( ,s )x=TsS( -s )x ,  where T~=(Is+L~Ls*N) -1. 
Below we collect some properties of ~(t, s) 
LEMMA 5.1. (i) #( t , z )= I ;  
(ii) #(t, s) #(s, *) = q~(t, r) for 0 < ~ <<, s <~ t <~ T; 
(iii) for each fixed s, the operator qs(., s) is continuous from L2(12 ) -~ 
C([s, T]; L2(tg)); 
(iv) the following uniform bound attains: [IqS(t, s)llL2~o~-~ L2.~ ~< CT 
uniformly in s and t; 
(v) for each fixed t, 0< t<~ T, the operator q~(t, ") is continuous from 
L2(O) --, C([0, t]; L2(a)). 
Proof Parts (i) and (ii) are obvious; (iii) follows from the regularity 
result presented in Lemma (2.2). To prove (iv), we first observe that 
Iris + L*NL~IJ (L2(X)) ~ 1 for all s. 
Hence for its inverse we have 
[I(L+L*NL,)-II[cL21z,<~I for all s. (5.5) 
and consequently (note [I L* I1 ~zIa) ~ L=~z) ---- [I L* Jr ) 
In°Is ~< CT Ixlo uniformly in s. (5.6) 
o by zero for 0 ~< r < s we have Moreover, if after extending u~ 
JL~u°(t)lL2~o)<~ sup S( t -z )Du°(z )dz -K  s(t--z)Du°(z) 
t E [O,T] 
<~ CT, lu°Ix ~ by (5.6) Crlxla. (5.7) 
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Since y°s(t ) = S( t -  s)x - (L~u°)(t) we then plainly obtain (iv). As for (v) we 
recall that strong continuity in the first variable (iii), combined with 
uniform bound property (iv), yields strong continuity in the second 
variable in the usual way (see, e.g. [B.1 ]). | 
Explicit representation of the optimal control as given by (5.3) will play 
an essential role in deducing regularity of optimal solutions. This is the 
goal of the next section. 
6. REGULARITY OF OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS: PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
Proof of part (i) with (2.5a) follows from Rauch's Differentiability 
Theorem JR.1] combined with the characterization of the optimal control 
given by (5.3). Reasonably straightforward arguments are given in [CH.1 ] 
and thus are omitted here. Part (i) with (2.5b) will be proved later 
(below (6.7)). Now we prove assertions (ii). We start with: 
LEMMA 6.1. 
L*: L2[0, T; D(A*)] ~ Hi[0, 7"; L2(F)] is a bounded operator. 
Proof. Since the presence of the term K~' ,S ( t - z )Du(z )dO in (2.4) 
does not introduce any extra difficulties, for the sake of clarity we will 
assume from now on that K= 0. 
With fe  C~(Q) we compute 
-~ L f (t) = -D*A* f ( t ) -  ( L 'A ' f ) ( t ) .  (6.1) 
For the first term on RHS of (6.1) from Lemma 2.1 we have 
ID*A*f(t)lr<~ C [A*f(t)]a <~ Clf(t) l  o(A,~. (6.2) 
Thus (6.1), (6.2) and Lemma 2,2(i) yield 
IdL* 
dt ~ ~< Cr If[ L2~0,r;o(a*)3 (6.3) 
which together with regularity of L* completes the proof of Lemma 6.1. 
To continue with the proof of part (ii) we use (5.3) to write 
u ° + L*NLu ° = L*NS(') Yo. (6.4) 
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From Lemma 2.2 we certainly have that Lu°e C[0, T; L2(g2)]. Hence by 
Lemma 6.1 
L*NLu ° and L*NS( )  yo are in HI[O, T; L2(F)] 
which after applying (6.4)proves the assertion (ii). 
Next we prove statement (iii). 
LEMMA 6.2. 
L*: LifO, T; Hol(t2)] --+ Hm(Z)  is a bounded operator. 
Proof In view of Lemma6.1 and the fact that H~(t2)~D(A*) it is 
enough to show that 
L*: L2[0, T; Ho~(O)] ---, L2[0, T; HI(F)] is bounded. (6.5) 
To accomplish this we first observe that from the Differentiability Theorem 
in [R.1] and from Lemma 4.1 it follows that 
]D*A *S*(.)x I L2~O, r:H~(r)3 <~ C ]xl H~(n)- (6.6) 
Thus, 
by (6.6) 
Z ~cl2 f~flT 
J J  L2EO.r;H (r)J <~ Cr ID*A*S*(z - t)f(z)121(r) dz dt 
<~ Cr ID*A*S*(z -- t)f(z)f~<r ) dt dz 
CT 2 ~ 2 If(z)l ~0,(o ) dr ~ CIf}L=Eo, r;,g(an 
which completes the proof of (6.5), and thus of the Lemma 6.2. II 
The proof of assertion (iii)(a) now follows from (6.4) after noting that 
from Lemma 6.2 we have 
L*NS()  y o and L*NLu ° are in HI'I(~yT). 
To see part (b) of (iii) it is enough to use the Differentiability Theorem of 
Rauch [R.1] combined with interpolation theory, which yields 8 
L:HS'S(Z)--+HS'*(Q)c~C[O, T;HS(£2) is bounded for 0~s<l .  8 (6.7) 
s For values of s greater qual than ½ one needs compatibility relations_ 
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Finally we are in a position to prove the statement (2.5b) of part (i) of our 
Theorem 2.1. This will be done by interpolating the results of part (ii). In 
fact, from Lemmas 6.2 and 2.1 via interpolation we obtain 
L*: L2[0, T; H~(g2)] ~ HS'S(X) is bounded for all 0 ~< s~< 1, s#½ 
(6.8) 
(see [L.5]). Hence, in particular with Ne  ~(H ' ( f2 )~ H'+~(12)) we obtain 
L 'N:  L2[0, T; H~(I2)] ~ H "+ ~,s+,(S) is bounded for s < ½. (6.9) 
Equation (6.7) combined with (6.9) imply 
L*NL e ~(H"~(S)  ~ H s+ ~,s+ ~(L')), s < ½. (6.10) 
Thus, for s<½ (see [A.1]) 
L*NL: H~'s(s)~ H~"(S) is compact. (6.11) 
Next we have: 
LEMMA 6.3. Assuming (2.5b) we have 
I+ L*NL is bounded and bounded invertible on Hs'~(S) for 0 < s < ½. 
Proof. To prove our lemma it is enough to note that -1  is not in the 
spectrum of L*NL. This is a consequence of the fact that ( -  1) is not an 
eigenvalue of I+L*NL  as an operator acting on L2(S) combined with 
compactness of L*NL as claimed in (6.11). 
To continue with the proof of part (i), (2.5b) we return to the charac- 
terization of optimal control given by (5.3). From Rauch's Differentiability 
Theorem [R.1] combined with interpolation and Lemma 4.1 we infer that 
L*~(HS'S(Q)~HS'S(S, ) ) ,  0<s<½.  (6.12) 
Thus with Yo ~ HS(I2), s < ½, we have 
t,*NS(.) yo (6.13) 
Regularity of u ° as claimed in (2.6) follows now from (6.13), Lemma 6.3 
and (5.3). As for regularity of yO we apply again (6.7) with 
u°en~'s(22)s<½. | 
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7. RICCATI OPERATOR AND FEEDBACK SYNTHESIS 
OF OPTIMAL CONTROL: PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 
The present section is devoted to the proof of parts (i), (ii), and (iv) of 
Theorem 2.2. As for the proof of part (iii), it requires as a preliminary step 
an analysis of the regularized problem (i.e., with smooth observation). This 
will be done in Section 10. Consequently, the proof of part (iii) is relegated 
to Section 11. 
In order to establish representation of our optimal control in a feedback 
form as postulated in (1.2) we first define an operator (later referred as the 
Riccati operator) on L2(O) by 
P(t)x ~ i v S*(r - t) N~(~, t)x dx. (7.1) 
It is readily seen (in view of Lemma 5.1(iv)) that P(t) is continuous from 
L2(Y2) into itself uniformly in t~ [0, T]. 
Some properties of P(t) are collected next. 
LEMMA 7.1. (i) P(') is continuous from L2(f2)--* C[0, T; Lz(f2)] 
(ii) P(t) is selfadjoint on L2(f2). 
Proof. (i) That P(t) is continuous from L2(12)~C[0, T;L2(£2)] 
follows immediately from uniform continuity of ~(r, t) in both arguments 
(Lemrna 5.1 ). 
(ii) Let us compute 
(I7 (P(t)x, y)a = S*(z -  t)N~(z, t)x &, Y)a 
(using notation as in Section 5) 
i r NS( r -  t)y)a dr 
f r (x, S*(r - t)(T*NS(-- t) y)(r)) dz. 
It is readily seen that 
T*N = NT,. 
Hence 
(P(t)x, y)a=(x,  f rS* (z - t )  N(TtS(- t )  y)(z) dr)=(x, P(t) y) 
which in view of boundedness of P(t) proves that P(t) = P*(t). 
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The first statement in part (ii) of Theorem 2.2 follows now from 
Lemma 7.1. | 
To complete the proof of part (ii) we must show that 
D*A*P(') ~(', s): L2(12 ) --* L2[s, T; L2(F)] (7.2) 
is continuous with a norm independent on s e [0, T]. To see this we first 
note that 
P(t)  cI)(t, s) = S*(r  - t) QcI)(z, t) ~(t ,  s) dr 
f r  S*(r - t) Qq~(z, s) dr_ (7.3) 
Jt 
Hence 
' ID*A*P(t) ~(t, s)xl2 dt 
f r ; f  [D*A*S*(z-t)NCP(z, s)Xl2rdz dt. <~ Cr 
(Note that application of the Fubbini Theorem is justified, as we deal with 
positive integrands and one of the iterated integrals is bounded) 
f f/ = CT [D*A*S*(z - t) Ncl)(z, s)x] 2- dt dr 
(by Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 5.1(iv)) 
<<. c~ INC,(r, s)xl~ d~ <. CT [xl~ 
which proves (7.2). 
Next we prove statement (i) of Theorem 2.2. From (5.2) we obtain 
u°(t) = (L*Ny°)(t)= D'A*  S*(z - t) Ny°(z) dr 
= D'A* S*(z - t) Nq)(z, s) x & 
where x is an initial state for the optimal process at the time t = s. From 
(7.3) 
u°(t) = D*A*P(t) ~(t, s)x. 
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From (7.2) we know that the above operator is defined for all se [0, T] 
and x ~ Lz(ff2 ) in Lz(S , T; L2(-F')] topology. Therefore, we can set s = 0 and 
x = Y0. This yields part (i) of Theorem 2.2. Finally, we will prove part (iv). 
First of all, observe that paralleling the same arguments as in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1 part (i) with (2.5b) applied with s = 1_  e we obtain: 
[NO(v, t )xl H~n +~(m ~ CT Ixl w/~ o~. (7.4) 
On the other hand the Differentiability Theorem in [R.1] together with 
(7.4) yield 
Consequently, by the Trace Theorem (L.5] combined with Lemma 4.1, we 
have 
ID*A*S*(r - t) N~b(v, t)xlr <~ CT [xiw/~-~m) 
which together with continuity of S(t) and gi( , t) proves the desired con- 
clusion for CP(t). | 
8. THE INTEGRAL RICCATI EQUATION: ABSTRACT RESULTS 
In order to derive, the II Integral Riccati Equation we will need to know 
more about the evolution operator as an operator acting on the space of 
distributions. Thus, the goal of the present section is to introduce some 
abstract conditions on @(t, v) which will guarantee that the corresponding 
Riccati operator P(t) satisfies the II Riccati Equations. Later we shall 
prove that these abstract conditions hold indeed. We assume that there 
exist subspaces Xo ~ X1 dense in L2(E2) such that: 
D*A*P(.) ~ ~(X~ ~ C[0, T; L2(F)] ) 
s(.) e ~e(x, ~ c[0, T; X,]) 
NS(')e~Lf(X~ C[0, T; Xo]) 




I •  l~b(t,#)ADUl2o dt~C~lulf  
f I~(t ,#)ADu[~ dt<~Crlu[~ 
(8.2a) 
(8.2b) 
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where X~ stands for a dual to Xo and 
q~l(t, 12) ~ ~b(t, 12) -- S ( t -  12) = Lu(I + L*NLu) - ' L*NS( ' -  #)(t). 
Note first that (8.1a) and (8.1b) imply that 
D*A*P(.) S()  E ~L~(X, ~ C[0, T; nz(F)]). 
The main result of a present section is: 
(8.3) 
THEOREM 8.1. Assume (8.1) and either one of (8.2) to hold. Then P(t) 
satisfies the II Integral Riccati Equation for all x, y ~ X1 while the Differen- 
tial Riccati equation holds for x, y ~ X 1 c~ D(A ). 
Proof From Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.2 we already know that for all 
X ~ L2(~2), O<~s<~t<~T: 
• (t, s)x = S(t - s)x - A S(t - r) DD*A*P(r) ~(~, s)x dr. (8.4) 
In the sequel we will need an alternative to the (8.4) representation f the 
feedback operator ~(t, s). More precisely, we will have: 
LEMMA 8.2. Assume (8.1) and (8.2). Then for all x~L2(~'-2 ) and 
O <<. s <. t <<. T we have 
• (t, s)x = S(t - s)x + q~(t, z) ADD*A*P(~) S(z - s)x &. (8.5) 
Proof of Lemma 8.2. First observe that from Theorem 2.2, part (i) it 
follows that for all x ~ L2(~2), 0 ~< s<~ t~ T, 
d 
d~ ~(t, s)x = A[ I -  DD*A*P(t) ] ~(t, s)x (8.6) 
where the above equation should be understood in the distribution sense, 
i.e., on D(A*)'. From (8.3) together with (8.2a) we have 
ff lcP(t, z) ADD*A*P(z) S(~ dr <~ Crlxlx~. 
If instead of (8.2a) we use (8.2b) then 
is~ qb(t, ~) ADD*A*P(~) S(z - s)x dr 
= L~(D*A*P(') S("--s)x)(t) 
+ I * ¢bl(t, r) ADD*A*P(Q S(T --s)s dr, 
% 
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Thus, in both cases (8.2a) and (8.2b) we have 
I ]  q~(t, z) ADD*A*P(z) S(v - s)x CzlXlxl. dz (8.7) x0 
After using (8.3) and adding and subtracting to AS( t - s )x  the term 
ADD*A*P(t) S ( t - s )x~D(A*)  1 following identity in D(A*) l can be writ- 
ten 
d 
dt S(t - s)x = A[ I -  DD*A*P(t)] S(t - s)x 
+ ADD*A*P(t) S ( t -  s)x, x(~ X 1 . (8.8) 
From (8.6), (8.7) and (8.8) it follows that 
S( t -  s)x = ~(t, s)x + qs(t, ~) ADD*A*P(z) S(v - s)x dv. (8.9) 
for all x ~ X 1 a.e. in s ~< t ~ [0, T]. 
It should be noted that up to now (8.9) is meaningful only in D(A*) ~. 
However, since (S ( t - s ) -~b( t ,  s))x is in L2(12) for all x~ L2(I2) and all 
O<~s<~t~T by density argument we can extend (8.9) to hold for all 
x ~ L2(£2) and all 0 ~< s ~< t~< T. Proof of Lemma 8.2 is thus completed. | 
Before we continue with the proof of Theorem (8.1) we will need another 
result. 
LEMMA 8.3. For all x e X1, y ~ X1, 
IT JU ] (~/i(Z, #) ADD*A'P(#) S(# -- t)x, NS(r - t) Y)QI dr d# 
eT 
<~ CT IXlxl lYlx,. 
Proof From (8.1c) and (8.3) we have 
[D*A*P(II) S(I~ - z)X[r<~ Cr JXlxl (8.10a) 
]NS(z - t) Yl Xo <~ Cr[ y[ Xl. (8.10b) 
Thus, if one assumes (8.2a) the conclusion follows immediately from (8.10). 
If instead (8.2b) is assumed, then by the same argument 
~ rl]l(q~l(z, p)ADD*A*P(~) S (~- t )x ,  NS(z - t )y )o ldgdz  
<~CTlx[xllYlx~. (8.11) 
409/116/2-7 
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On the other hand 
f,r f[ (S(z - #) ADD*A'P(#) S(# - t)x, NS(z - t) y)[ d# dr 
<~ ID*A*P(#) S(# - t)xl r ID*A*S*(r - #) NS(r - t)Yl r d# d~ 
by (8.3) and Lemma 4.2 
<~Crlxlx, lYl,~ 
which completes the proof of Lemma 8.3. | 
Now we are in a position to complete the proof of our Theorem 8.1. In 
fact, with x, y e X1 we write 
(P(t)x, Y)a = f r (#(r, t)x, NS(r - t) Y)o dr 
by Lemma 8.2 
= f r (S(r - t)x, NS(z - t) y)o dr 
+ ((2(z,/~) ADD*A'P(#) S(I~- t)x, NS( r -  t) y)o d# dr. (8.12) 
In view of Lemma (8.3) the integrand in the second term of (8.12) is 
absolutely Lebesgue integrable. Thus, we can apply the Fubbini theorem. 
This yields: with x, y s XI 
(P(t)x, y)a 
f r NS(r t) Y)a cl~ (S ( r  - -  t )x~ 
+ (~(z, #) ADD*A*P(p) S(#-  t)x, NS(r - t)y)Q dz d# 
f f  (S(r - t)x, NS(r - t) y)Q dr 
+ (D*A*P(#) S( .  - t)x, D*A*¢*¢, #) NS(r - . )  S(# - t) y) & d. 
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in view of selfadjointness of P(t) 
= f r (S(z - t)x, NS(z - t) y)o dr 
+ (D*A*P(~) S(~- t)x, D*A*P(~) S(~- t)y)~ d#. 
As for the derivation of the Differential Riccati Equation, this follows 
through straightforward differentiation after using the II Integral Equation 
and regularity of D*A*P(t) as claimed in (8.1a) (for details see [CH.1]). 
9. THE II  INTEGRAL RICCATI EQUATION: PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3 
In order to prove the II Integral Riccati Equation for our control 
problem we will use the abstract result of Theorem 8.1. To this end we will 
verify that assumptions (8.1) and (8.2a) indeed hold with 
Xo = H~o/~ + ~( ~ ) 
X 1 = H1/2 e(['2) ' 
where e = Co/2 with eo as in (2.7). 
The lemma below will play a crucial role in the sequel. 
LEMMA 9.1. Assume (2.7). Then 
r I(I+L~L*N)-lf)(t)I~I~/2+~, dt, <~ Cr [f(t)l~g/2+~r dt (9.1) 
where Cr does not depend on # e [0, T]. 
Proof First of all note that by duality (9.1) is equivalent to 
f ;  I(I + NL~L*)-lf(t),a/2+~(~) dt <~ Cr ; ;  ]f(t)12~/~+~(m dt. (9.2) 
Proof of (9.2) will be achieved through the following steps. 
Step 1. 
ONL, L*f(t)l~+~o(mdt4Cr [f(t)r~,~mdt, 0~<s<½. (9.3) 
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From Lemma 6.2 we have 9 
L* ~ 5¢(L2[0, T; Hi(O)] --* H','(L')). (9.4) 
We also have (Lemma 2.2) 
L* ~ L,C(L2(Q) -* L2(Z)). (9.5) 
Interpolating between (9.4) and (9.5) yields 
L*~(L2[0 ,  T;H~(f2)]--,HS'~(Z)) for s#½ (9.6) 
(see [L.5]). Hence, in particular, after using identification H i - - /~,  s < ± 2~ 
we obtain 
L* E ~(L2[0, T; H~(£2)] ~ H~'s(Z)) for s < ½ (9.7) 
Rauch's Differentiability Theorem [R.1] combined with interpolation 
theory yields 
IL,ulMs.~im<~frlul~.,(~) for s<½. 
This, and (9.7) in particular, implies 
f~,LuL*f(t),~(mdt<~Crf;lf(t)[~,(mdt, s<½. 
Using now (2.7) we obtain for s < ½ 
f ;  I(NL~,L*f)(t)l~o+~,m dt <~ Cr I~ 'f(t)12~'m dt (9.8) 
which is (9.3). 
Remark. It is constructive to note the role played by the operator N in 
order to bypass compatibility relation which do not hold in general. 
Step 2. By using "boost strap" argument we will prove that: with 
f~ L2[/1 , T; H~/2+e(Q)] 
z(t, #) A= (I+ NLuL*)-~f(t) ~ L2[l~, T; H~/2 +"(f2) ] uniformly in U ~ [0, T]. 
(9.9) 
9Note that result (9.4) does not follow from the Differentiability Theorem m [R.1]. In 
order to apply [R.1] one needs at leastfEHX,l(Q). 
10 Using techniques of Step 1 one can reprove the result of Rauch [R.1] that subject to 
compatibility conditions Lu:HI,I(S)~ HI'I(Q) is bounded_ 
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In fact, let us write 
z(t,#) + NLuL*z(, #)(t) =f(t) .  
Since (I+LuL*N)-le~(L2(Q)), so its adjoint 
Hence z defined by (9.9) certainly belongs to 
L2[#, T; L2(O)] with fe  L2[#, T; H~/2+ ~(£2)]. 
(9.10) 
(I+NLuL,) 1 does. 
(9.11) 
Applying (9.3) with s = 0 to (9.10) yields 
rrz(t,l~)12~{mdt<~Cr If(t)l 2 ~1~/~ + (~) dt. (9.12) 
Repeating the same argument finitely many times with values of s e (0, ½) in 
(9.3) we arrive at 
Iz(t,)a)l  ~ lU+Vlo) dt <~ Cr If(t)l ~/2+~om)dt 
which proves (9.9) and as in consequence (9.2). The proof of Lemma (9.11) 
is thus completed. | 
Next we check validity of (8.2a) with Xo &= H1/2+~(0). More precisely we 
have 
LEMMA 9.2. Assume (2.7). Then 
f ;  l~(t, #) <~ Cr lul2r. ADu[  ~I-I~/2 +~ } ), 
Proof From (5.3) we have 
gs(t, kt) ADu = (I+ LuL*N ) -as(.--#)(t) AOu. 
Therefore, in view 
establish that 
(9.13) 
of (9.1) our lemma will be proved as soon as we 
]S(t) ADuI¢I~g/2+~), <~ Cr lU[r. (9.14) 
To see (9.14) we first note that by Lemma 4.4 and the Trace Theorem 
[L.5] we have 
D'A* ~ £,¢(H 1/2+ ~(~) --+ L2(F)). 
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By duality 
AD ~ ~(L2(F) ~ (H ~/2+ ~(t2))'). (9.15) 
From [R.1] after interpolating we also have 
S*(t) e ~(H~/2+'(Y2) ~ H1/2+'(I2)] uniformly in t. (9.16) 
Using again duality (9.16) gives 
S(t) c .LP((H1/2 + ~(I2) ') --+ (H~/2 + ~((2))'). (9.17) 
Equation (9.15) together with (9.17) yields 
AS(t)D ~ £P(L2(F) ---} (H~o/2 +~(g2))') 
which is precisely (9.14). Proof of Lemma 9.2 is thus completed. | 
Now, in order to apply our abstract Theorem 8.1 we need only to verify 
assumptions (8.1). As for (8.1a) this has been proved in Theorem 2.2, part 
(iv) (with X1 = H 1/2 ~(I2)). Equation (8.1b) is a consequence of the Rauch 
Differentiability Theorem combined with interpolation. Equation (8.1c) 
follows from (8.1b) and assumption (2.7). Thus, after applying the result of 
Theorem (8.1) to our problem we can claim that P(t) satisfies the II 
Integral Riccati Equation as postulated in Theorem 2.3. | 
10. FUNCTIONAL COST WITH SMOOTH OBSERVATION: 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.5 
Proof of Part (i) 
We start with 
LEMMA 10.1. Assume (2.12). Then 
L*NS( -s )  AD: L2(F)--+ L2(S) is bounded uniformly is se [0, T] 
(10.1) 
f2 tlb(t, ADu(z) dr <~ Cr luls (10.2) "~) 
f~ 
N~b( , s) AD: Lz(F ) ~ La(F ) ~ LI[ST; L2((2)] 
is bounded uniformly in s 6 [0, T]. (10.3) 
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Proof From Lemma (2.2), part (i) and by duality we obtain 
L*e  L,e(L~[0, T; L2(t2)] ~ L2(Z')). This, together with (2.12), yields (10.1). 
As for (10.2) we write 
where 
• (t, r)=S(t--T)+~ba(t, z) 
~l(t, t) = -L~[I+ L*NL2] -1L*NS(-r). 
From (10.1), (10.4) and from Lemma 2.2 we have 
(10.4) 
then from (10.6) we obtain 
[D*A*P(t)xrr<~ CT 
Since 
~ T D*A*P(t)=D*A* ~b*(z-t) NS(r - t )xdr  
sup [S(t)xla~CTlxlo 
tc [0,T] 
which proves (2.11 a). 
Next we establish (2.11b). Let us write (first formally) 
D*A*(t) S(t) ADu = D*A*~*(% t) NS(z - t) S(t) ADu dr 
= ~rD*A*q~*(z - t) NS(r) ADu dr 
(~ = D*A*S*(r-t)NS(z)ADu&+ 
fj @ = D*A*~?(r, t) NS(r) ADu d~. 
I~l(t, r) ADul~a ~ Cr lulr. (10.5) 
Since ~t S(t - r )  ADu(r) dr = Lsu, then (10.5) together with Lemma 2.2 
imply (10.2). Equation (10.3) follows from (10.5) and 
Assumption (2.12). | 
To establish (2.11a) it is enough to observe that from (10.3) by duality 
we obtain 
f f  D*A*~*(t, s) Ny(t) r<~ I YlL~ts, r;L~o)3- dt Cr (10.6) 
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To prove (2.11b) it is enough to show that both terms O and (~) defined a 
bounded linear operator from L2(F ) ~/-'2(27 ). In fact, with feL2(S) we 
compute 
fo ( ;trD*A*S*(z- t) NS(z) ADu dz' f(t))r  dt 
fof  <~ ID*A*S*(z - t) NS(Q ADult If(t)lr dz dt 
f~ fT ID*A*S*(v - t) NS(r) ADult If(t)l~dt dr 
by Lemma 4.2 and (2.12) 
<<. Cr INAS(z) Du[o & lfls <--. Cr lulr lflx 
which proves that O defines a bounded linear operator on L 2. The similar 
argument applies to (2). In fact (10.5) with v e L2(F) yields: 
( frO*A*qO*(z, t) NS(z) ADu dr, V)r 
= (NS(z) ADu, ~l(r, t) ADv)r dz 
by (10.5) and (2.12) 
i 
T 
<~ Cr INS(z)ADu] dr [V[r<<. Cr[ulrlvlr . 
The proof of part (i) is thus completed. | 
Proof of part (ii) 
Having established regularity of CP(t) as claimed in (2.11) we are now in 
a position to prove that P(t) satisfies the I Ricatti Equation (2.5). This is 
formally stated in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 10.2. Suppose (2.12). Then P(t) satisfies the I Riccati equation 
(2.5)for all x, y eL2(I2). 
Proof. First of all notice that due to (2.12) and (2.11) we have that 
f r f ;  I(~(z, t)x, NS(z-#)ADD*A'e(#) q~(I.t, ) y[a dr d# 
~< c~ Ixl,~ [yl~. (10.7) 
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After using (8.4) and changing order of integration (which is permissible in 
view of (10.7)) we arrive at 
(P(t)x, y)~ = (~*(z, t) NOS(z, t)x, Y)a dr 
+ q~(z, t)x, NS(z - #) ADD*A'P(#)  Cb(l~, t) y dlt dr 
t2 
I f  (Nq~(z, t)x, q~(z, t) y)~ dz 
+ (D*A*P(#)~(#,t)x,D*A*P(~)O~(~,tly)~a~. | 
Remark. In the next section we shall prove that the I Riccati Equation 
holds in fact without assuming (2.12). This will be done through 
regularization procedure. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.5 we must show that P(t) satisfies 
the II Integral Riccati Equation, (2.8). This will be accomplished with the 
help of Theorem 8.1 of Section 8. To this end, we will verify assumptions 
(8.1) and (8.2b) with Xo=X 1 =L2(12). Note that (8.2b) with X0=L2(f2) 
follows from (10.5). As for (8.1a), this has already been established with 
X1 = L2(f2) in part (i) of the present heorem. Equation (8.1b) and (8.1c) 
follow immediately from the strong continuity of the semigroup S(t). Thus, 
we are in a position to apply the result of Theorem 8.1, this yields part (ii) 
of Theorem (2.5). | 
To prove the Remark after Theorem (2.5) it is enough to note that with 
A being skew adjoint we have 
I(D*A*Dx, x),-I = IA '/"Dx I ~. (10.8) 
On the other hand from Lemma 2.1 it follows that 
I(D*A*Dx, x)rl <~ Clxl~, 
This, together with (10.8), yields 
AmD ~ -~(L2(F) - ,  L2(O)]. (10.9) 
Hence, (2.12) is satisfied with QA m e ~(Lz(Q ) ~ L2(~c~)). | 
Proof of Corollary (2.6). The proof follows through standard con- 
vergence arguments after applying the results of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5. 
Arguments, being rather straightforward, are omitted here. For details we 
refer the reader to [-CH.1 ]. The importance of Corollary 2.6 as we shall see 
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below is that it allows us to assert hat the Riccati operator, in the general 
case of Theorem 7.2 (with no assumptions on Q), satisfies the I Riccati 
Equation. 
11. THE I INTEGRAL RICCATI EQUATION: 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 PART (iii) 
Let ~n, P~ be a solution an optimal control problem with 
= [(N, y(t), y(t))~ + [(u(t)] 2] dt 
where N, = n2R(n, A)R(n,  A*)N. Then from Corollary 2.6 we have 
P, ~ P strongly in C[0, T; L2(~)]. (11.1) 
Also, by direct computation one can check that 
qbn( t, ~ ) ~ Cb(', Z) strongly in C[zT; L2(I2)] (11.2a) 
and 
u~(-, z) ~ u( , z) strongly in L2[~, T; L2(F)] and uniformly in z e [0, T]. 
(ll.2b) 
For each n we already know that 
y)o = f T (¢.(~, t)x, N.q~.(,, t) Y)o (11.3) (en(t)x, 
+ (D*A*P,(z) qs,(r, t)x, D*A*P,(z) qB(r, t) Y)r dr. 
We also have from Theorem 2.2, part (i) that 
u~(z, t)x = D*A*P,(z) q~,(z, t)x. 
Equation (11.2) and Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem yield: 
for all x, y E Lz(O) 
lim (~(z ,  t)x, N,  cI),(~, t) y)~ dr ~ (~(z, t)x, N~(z, t) Y)a dr. 




f r IID*A*P,(v) ¢~,(~, t)xl[2rdz 
T it T =I, I lu " (z ' t )X l l r&by( l l2b)~ Ilu(z't)xll2rdz 
(by Theorem (2.2), (i)) 
= fr (D*A*P(z) q~(z, t)x, D*A*P(r) q~(z, t)x)rdr. 
l 
After setting x= y in (11.3) and using (11.1) we obtain 




f, T + (D*A*P(z) ~(z, t)x, D*A*P(z) ~(z, t)x)rdD. 
In order to obtain the I Riccati Equation for arbitrary x, y e L2(O) it is 
enough to write 
(P(t)x, y)=½(P(t)(x+ y), x+ y ) -  (P(t)x, x ) -  (P(t) y, y) 
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